
117th Knowledge Seekers Workshop June 9, 2016 

(Summary of science knowledge to Plasma on earth, Transportation of the soul through 

out Universe, Christ did it and Buddha touched it,   ) 

 

(:12). We have finished this part of teaching, now we teach how to apply it. He 

summarizes the progression of our currrent knowledge and the sciences.  ... 

(:23). Now we can manipulate the fields of the U and create whatever we like. It has 

taken hundreds of years for some sciences to be accepted. Now some Universities are 

starting to accept the Pl T, because it makes sense. We are adding to the missing parts of 

the understanding. The proton and electron are both Pl when they interact we call it an 

atom. (:26). Einstein brought in the speed of light as the ultimate speed, it's wrong, but on 

the other hand right, it is correct only in the matter state G field strength according to our 

point of observation, when it surpasses that it isn't because now we can explain, show, 

and create fields which are much stronger in MG field above the speed of light. He 

worked in the matter state something he could see but not explain. He made a lot of 

assumptions and wrong to support what he wanted to prove. (:29). The order of Pl fields 

applies across the U. All their professorship gone down the tubes, so they opposition. We 

have to change the whole mentality of the science, immense problem, by adding to it. 

(:32). We started with physics with electron and proton as a basis for atom, with 

interaction of the atoms we get chemistry, more of the interactions we get into biology. 

So if the base Physic assumptions are wrong then all the others are wrong also. This was 

in the hands of the elite and they gave themselves titles, etc. Now the knowledge is so 

simple that anybody can understand, housewife making Gans. (:35). We'll show in Italy 

the first MaGrav has changed to a Power Supply. Some schools in Italy will start teaching 

Pl technology in primary schools. The Jewish lobby is financing heavily to suppress the 

KF technology, Susanne was trained for 3 months in Israel how to oppose KF.  ...  (:44). 

We will merge all the teachings into one workshop.   (:49). Summarizes progression of N 

and Coils, MaGrav. The cores and the FP in center, the speed of rotation will dictate the 

strength of the MG field for lift, health, positioning or creating matter. we have 3 fields of 

interaction, it doesn't matter if you rotate it on its own or by fields of Pl. Man has a 

beautiful tool that not many cultures in the U have, matter state. It's been a problem for 

them to achieve this. With the existence of matter in making the N material, to Gans to Pl 

to fields. Man will go into Space with the credibility of understanding his own culture 

and texture. We take you as people who add something extra to the bouquet of the 

flowers of the U, with the P understanding and the knowledge of the Totality. (:53). By 

increasing the speed of rotation, or make opposite rotation you can control the Pl and 

create different conditions. You can pressurize it with speeds and dictate the expansion of 

the Pl, by compressing it you go to higher strength, releasing it you go to lower strength. 

Then you can go past speed of light to power of 20, or very slow (-20 times speed f light) 

to penetrate matter state. We have the tools to play with Pl strength, contracting it or 

opening it.  (:56).  When using the vertical coils (90 o) you are not rotating them so you 

have limited capacity of the fields, but because they have lined them with different Gans's 

it gives the appearance of fields, which interacts with the body. So he is discussing the 

Health Units how their fields pass through the body from one to another, you get cancer 

reduction. It's the fear, cancer is the interaction of the fields, in which they found the G 

fields strong enough to absorb other energies, and in absorbing they solidify, or they 



make more of themselves. If you redefine it we all have a cancer, because the body has 

used this knowledge of solidification to create our bones, so they are in fact a cancer part 

of our body. (:58). But the body over millions of years has learned how to use this 

"cancer" solidifying in a correct way. Look at you kidney, liver, heart they're another 

cancer, if you define it as at certain points the field interaction brings things to it. Kidney 

creates a field attraction that it brings the liquid of the body to it to be filtered, ?? for 

other elements. It's an amalgamation of the fields which the body is trying to adopt itself 

to it, or if we take the energy from it, by allowing the weaker field, the principle of the Pl 

where the stronger fields feed the weaker. The cancer in body is transferring to the 

weaker field on the coils on the other side, it depletes itself of energy. You say it cures 

cancer, but cancer is not a disease, it's understanding the evolution of the field transfer 

within the structure of the body. Now we add more panels of coils to complete the box. 

(1:01). Now you can understand the patents, the man stands in a balanced box. The top 

section interacts with the brain, it has to have Zn and Ca, the part that works with muscles 

and tissues needs to have Cu and Zn, the lower part (legs) create the immune S part, yu 

see the lower herbs or inside the ground, garlic, mint, our bones are connected to the 

earth to bring the MG fields like the herbs can disinfect the body, we absorb that kind of 

energy from our feet we convert in conjunction with the others to protect ourselves, here 

(lower) you make Gans's which strengthen the AA immune S. At the bottom you create 

fields which absorb fields into the S, most of them have to be G, out of the top what is 

rejected from the coils, M. We are here as messengers of God to support man into 

Space the correct way, and we deliver as long as you can understand the process, when 

you don't we let you stop and wait for maturity. (1:04). This Box is the total Health of 

Man. ... you put someone in this box for some hours, let him out to adjust his AA, RNA 

and DNA, ?? then he will walk out of illness. Man is created from his E, and the 

interaction of E and P creates like a Electron and proton, a Coulomb's barrier which is 

within the field of itself, called a Soul. (1:06). If you can control the fields in the box the 

man can become anything ?? when you carry the soul, the E of the totality of the field is .. 

when you deliver it anywhere in the Space it will give you the man according to the 

environment which he lands. Transportation in the U dimension. You can't build a ship 

go to another place if the environment is wrong you melt. If in your body you landed on 

surface of sun, you'd fry up. But if transfer the Pl of the totality, the soul, in 

understanding the soul will lead to the creation of the E and P at the point of delivery 

according to the strength of the position, then you can land anywhere, the hottest or 

coldest part of U, because you carry the intelligence and E with the full integrity of 

decision making and surviving. (1:08). How do you transport the soul from one point to 

another fully intact? If you do it atomic or nuclear you have the problem of going from 

matter to Pl. Easy in the field of Pl, you already have the tool in your hand, ... tele-

transportation or MaGrav positioning of the energy of the life of the U. Use of the coils 

and cores in dynamic condition. ... as the cores rotate and you compress the inner Pl you 

can create fields you have seen in rotation, for example, the field strength of the body and 

change of cancer, others interact with the E, people change become happy. The fields are 

both in E and P level of man. The same reactor if you can speed it up the right way will 

give you the soul and its strength also. There is no difference, it's just you haven't had the 

knowledge to understand it. If you understand the M and G field of the soul you'll create 

the man, shape him. (1:12). You can (? re) construct the man according to environment, 



when the soul is transferred and when it come to its position it will manifest itself in the 

shape of ?? its P. Who will come to show their totality. Because everything in the U has a 

MG field strength. You can transport yourself across the u if you know the destination 

strength. You have the walls with coils, you created an anomaly in the S, the gaps btn 

coils. Now create a S where the body is encircled in totality by the fields. (1:14). with one 

difference, you have created rotation of the Pl in one direction, now create a field with 

same strength but now vertically. Looking from top down, he draws 2 circles of fields 

they are equal circles going down. You have a man with specific fields, his body absorbs 

at a given strength, and he gives at that strength to confirm his existence, if the energy is 

too much he burns, exploded, too little and he freezes to death. (1:16). How to dictate the 

fields, let's call the vertical fields I, put the man in center of box, the first field around 

him is I, which contains all the MG fields of the body at point of creation Earth, you want 

to join us at planet Zeus, you need to create a second ring field strength that matches 

planet Zeus, field II is M, you make the M which is the giver the same strength as 

destination and you transport the essence of the man's soul with exactly the same 

intelligence, E and the P is acceptable to the destination point. (1:19). This is why it's 

reported and videoed on earth that we see so many creatures suddenly disappear. Because 

they decide the point of presentation, appearance. ?? the stacking of these coils M, he 

shows a Stacker with crystal in center, the inner coil is G and outer M, instead of crystal 

you see the man in center. Why we teach MaGrav, done in right way its your SS, to be 

manifested anywhere in space according to your strength. You have to have both M and 

G in both layers or you'll loose the identity of the passenger. (1:21). You can manifest the 

essence of yourself anywhere in the U, this is a gift from us to man to allow him to join U 

Community, it's for man to respond correctly that we can teach more. Make coils, see the 

strength of your soul, this is how we will choose the U Council members of One Planet 

one race, because we can see the light of the soul. Blessed are those who understand. We 

are developing S so man can survive the worse and best conditions in U, according to his 

E and P. (1:23). Before we put the Gans ball in center of coils, now we put the man there, 

it carries his E and P, and because he is made of it, the man becomes the light of the 

Creator in the essence of the creation.  Christ has done it, but man blind to it because 

they looked at the P of it. Buddha touched it but never understood it, because he 

detached himself from P matter he could work on the level of the soul, but he could not 

see the transportation of the soul from the village to the U Community. Now we teach all. 

Understand the totality of the work of Pl and the fields of the U. You write letter and put 

it in an envelop, the entire letter inside the envelop will be delivered, now the inner coil I 

is the letter, and II is the envelop, and according to the law of the transportation of the M 

fields you get instantly to your destination (you create an infinity loop with destination), 

at the speed of your choice. Now if you have a criminal somewhere and you have the 

essence of his scent like a dog can trace, if you replicate it he can hide in the deepest hole 

and you can locate him instantaneously, we can find a child also. We create a MG field of 

the scent which is again part of the structure of the E to his destination. Now those rulers 

who have raped a child, the essence is still on their body, we don't need the blood test 

anymore, no place for them to hide. (1:27). If you have the clothes of a child gone 

missing in Africa and you put it in a S, you create the sense of his fields and you find him 

in a palace in Belgium. It will be done soon. We ask the world leaders themselves to 

bring out their own misconduct, man's judgment has been very harsh with hanging and 



destroying. The problem is developing the T in it's essence. You have to create the right 

condition of the environment you want to land in, not in ocean when want Bahamas. 

Transportation will be the backbone of KF Space T. What I have taught up to now is only 

a scratch on surface. (1:29). Make the inner coil Cu, what about outer? .. ?? you create the 

mixture of Gans to dictate the field btn the M and G, you decide specific point in space, 

you tine to the same strength and position, if it changes both of you change also so no 

mistake. The adventure in the U can't compare with car and house etc on earth, so Keshe 

doesn't want those things. The totality of the strength of the fields you create will show 

your E, the truth about your direction, the state of your E and condition of your soul. 

What I said at the beginning when you build the SS people will not walk in because they 

will judge themselves because they know what they have done. The U will not take 

criminals, because their composition will end up in a place we call hell. ?? when the P (E) 

doesn't appear at the strength of the P the 2 will tear apart.  (1:32).  You are about half 

way to creating these S, the Chinese are ahead, they are producing Gans's in massive 

quantity. You need massive quantity of Gans's, with it you can dictate the P of Man to the 

liquid water of his existence. When I arrive in China we'll put them into space within a 

short time, Mars is child's play, would you like to send any Galaxies. Join the Chinese in 

peaceful development of the T, or stay out to remain criminals and you'll have nowhere 

to exist. there's one problem I haven't told you. The Coulomb barrier of the man or his 

soul, has its own strength and to be accepted by the U Community, has to be at the same 

strength as the U C. There is no place for lying and cheating, it will be known. Like the 

Iranian girls they say I don't love you, but under the table they pull you to them with their 

legs, this can't happen in the U. (1:35). To get the human race together you have to 

change the whole structure of this planet and that takes time if man decides. All 

Europeans didn't come to the first ambassador meeting, then Italy broke rank, now they 

start to show KF in main stream media. The government unshackled itself from the 

Jewish Lobby. The KF banking S in  Italy. the opposition to KF comes also from 

Monarchies, Illuminati, etc. (1:38). Start showing the working and beauty of T, give them 

the Pain Pen. The present Space T is useless, the Chinese will soon go beyond our Solar 

S, and I will make it that they don't have to spend a cent on military. (1:41). You need to 

keep the collect structure of the soul intact at any point to transport. The envelop and 

letter are you. I wish I was in NY with my daughter, that wish becomes your reality. Paul 

in Togo showed us by the wish of the man created the CO2 or CH3, the African nations 

will bring the beauty of humanity on the table. You are the letter, envelop, and postman. 

The bottle of water he showed is the creation of man and what he wishes appears, the 

body is 95% water. (1:44).    (1:49). Jackie shows photos to measure Pl, he put an egg in 

vinegar for few days. Then put caustic soda in, (confused explanation), the yoke became 

white. K: asks everyone to try this. (1:54).    (2:06). If we can use this T to bring comfort 

to another man we have served our purpose, this is how we increase the strength of the 

soul by receiving. The soul is like a huge G machine waiting for anything to be given to it 

so it can give more to shine more. When you help a man to be rid of pain and he says, 

"God Bless You", it means I give you part of my soul and your MG S goes into operation 

to catch every piece that he has given you. A writer, "I made man that he have children 

that they may love me", which means they give from their soul that it elevates my beauty. 

This is all our job, sometimes we know we can't give all in one go because it's not, 

people, the knowledge is not ready to receive because with it they can damage 



themselves. (2:08). The old woman with house in desert, the King comes asks for water, 

she puts sugar cane fibers on top he couldn't drink in one go, she said because he would 

have died if drank at once. The same with Man if we give you the knowledge in one go 

you'd be drown, we give it bit by bit, satisfying the thirst for the new knowledge. It is 

your job to teach in accordance to what your people understand. (2:10). Don't try to be 

clever, also the people can't admit to their own lack of knowledge. I was on the table with 

one of the richest man in world, I put a drop of Gans in the water in front of him, K: 

drank it. He said I go to India a lot I can put a drop of this water in my water and don't 

have to have diarrhea, yes. He immediately understood and financed KF for 1 billion 

dollars, without asking for any return. You'll meet him soon, he is proud and wants to 

serve humanity. We are breaking through by example and positive application of T. 

(2:14). Video of simple MaGrav made by husband and wife. Italian translation.  (2:17). 

?? the MaGrav worked when the Main grid went down, because the Pl was charged 

enough to run the refrigerator and lights.(2:21). K: used the Gans drops for his own eye 

problem and in 3 weeks corrected. (2:23). He made a little spray bottle with Gans Water, 

he sprayed directly into his eyes 2 to 3 sprays and then rubs the water around his eyes, 

don't just drop it in the eyes, because the change in the structure of the eyeballs has also 

change the structure of the eyelashes, and muscles to accommodate the change in eyeball, 

rub the liquid around the eyes and face. the CO2 allows the generation of new tissues, if 

there have been any changes it balances it. When he started using it he a pain in the part 

of the brain to do with writing, so the change effected his writing, he had to write in a 

different way that his sight could adjust. (2:25). The next day that he had a change in the 

tip of his tongue, the eye in some way effects the operation of the tongue, because the 

body assumes you are going blind it has to strengthen the other organs, how would you 

understand the taste of the banana because now you can't see, so body has to strengthen 

other parts of body to compensate it. Then he felt a strong pressure on eyeballs like they 

are coming out of the socket, lot of muscles were moving to adjust themselves by pulling 

and pushing. Then he couldn't read, ( a healing reaction), ... it means the whole body is 

re-structuring. (2:29). In past 2 days food tastes very different, good, but creates an 

enormous amounts of hunger, why? He's trying to figure out. Dr. Nash had good report 

on Gans in helping burn, it corrects 2 tones of skin color. We can use it for baldness. 

How the CO2 heals wounds and skin cancer. (2:34). Skin fungus, apply CO2 2 or 3 

times. Mosquito bites, malaria, disinfectant in toilets. Use the CO2 Gans when traveling 

in 3rd World to disinfect everything. CO2 turned the water from acidic to alkaline. 

(2:37). Alkaline water reduces cancer, because acid is heavy MG field and absorbs heavy 

energies and it ?? cancer because cancer is the center point and needs heavy energy, that's 

how it feeds each other. If you drink this alkaline water you change the strength of the 

stomach Lymph transfer energy from the intestine, the energy level that the cancer was 

used to through the acidity of the strength is not there, it can't feed it, it gives its energy 

out to the weaker Pl of the Lymph and no cancer. The scientist who discovered the 

connection of cancer with acidity was victimized by the Pharmaceuticals. (2:40). Now 

you can put a few drops of Gans water in the water, start drinking 2 to 3 spoons per day 

you start changing the structure of the acidity of the stomach, the strength is not there so 

it can't support the (cancer), you changed the environment, weaker strength of the lymph, 

same as the machine (Health Unit) to deplete the energy of the cancer. SO EASY. If you 

have cancer try this and make a patch of CO2 and put on the position of the cancer, lung, 



brain tumor a patch of CO2, ZnO2 and little Ca because you have to create new cells to 

replace the cancer. (2:42). If you have food poisoning a couple of drops. It's not the 

solution to everything, all you do is change the environment of it that the operation can't 

go through. CO2 in soap for Salmonella, because you change the condition. Anorexia is a 

psychological problem which doesn't allow energy to be absorbed fro confirmation, all 

you need is CH3, ZnO2 and a little Gans water, they'll start eating. (2:45). In coming 

weeks I will open the history of Man, see how they progressed over time. If we give it to 

you at one time you'd kill yourself. For cooking the heat of the M field transfer will cook 

food. Jakcie showed the egg, it absorbs energy to cook it, if the Gans strength is enough 

to cook or change it, the MaGrav way of cooking. (2:49). We saw a cup with egg in it, we 

create a S where the energy of the Pl cooks the egg, it absorbs energy from around it, you 

don't need burn trees. Questions. (2:52). Australian has antennae on roof. He shows a 

chain of coils hanging from roof. K: if you add a column sideways and us Zn coils you'd 

find a hippie land probably.  (2:56). Add ZnO2 because it touches the E. A lot of people 

suffer from the mobile phone towers, maybe these coils will help. N coat the Al antennae 

on roof, becomes a good absorber, make sure the whole line is N coated. (3:00). In Italy 

apartment blocks are filled with Antennae, if they were all N coated in time it would 

supply the whole building with power, just need to convert it. Has anything changed with 

the birds and flora and fauna, he will make observation. K: put 6 liters of Gans water in 

the pool and all the mosquitoes disappeared. Australian says the north facing windows 

seem to be attracting dirt particles, K: says wash with CO2 water, its a very good 

deterrent.  We get a lot of reports on Gans usage you couldn't imagine, but be careful 

with certain Gans because our bodies are AA based.   (3:05). People getting black spots 

on the tissue in CO2 Patch, add a drop of CuO2, this are bacteria or viruses that have 

been depleted from the energy, out of a litter of CO2 and CH3, add 1 or 2 drops of CuO2, 

it's energy is different that it doesn't allow life level to exist inside it. It's possible that the 

toxins are being pulled out of the body, we have to do the analysis. The black dots are 

homogeneous in size so there is a pattern we have to find out what it is.   (3:07). Epson 

salts poultices were replaced with antibiotics, they pulled the toxins out. (3:10). People 

are using the CO2 patches for sunburn, no scars. ?? You have the 3 layers plus the burn 

and CO2 on top, you get new skin forming without bleeding, CO2 creates a new 

condition for the skin to form. We did this with breast cancer falling off. (3:12). >>> 

 

 

(3:20). Armands new patch for lung cancer, Zn coils on Gans water and N plate with the 

body btn to move the fields. And he made a nebulizer Gans coated and CO2 water for 

breathing and coughing. K: says to treat for 10 to 14 days. Armands a smoker and 

coughs, this S helped him. Don't use CuO2 for lung, for your condition don't add CH3. 

(3:26). When you have a cancer in lungs they have to convert the S to a H. ... when you 

take food in stomach the matter to N, to Gans, when goes in intestines becomes Pl into 

your Lymph. The liquid in the lungs is another caustic combination converting gases into 

N, to Gans, then transfer energy to blood cells, in fact lungs are a digestive S for air, 

gases. Because Man was created out of the air of this environment first, the AA is the 

combination of the gases of C, O, H, N which is in environment of this planet, there are 

other gases attached to the AA as well. (3:29). When you breath air in to the digestive S 

of the salts of the lungs convert it to a Gans to Pl condition to the fields then it absorbs 



and transfers energy out. N is centralizing which is releasing its energy at the rate of 

conversion, then O converts what comes out of it is the balance of the C or CO2 it 

attaches itself to its own creator and we say we inhale CO2, the process is instant inside 

the lung, when you breath and have a problem with the P structure of lung like tumors, 

COPD or whatever, when you breath air to the already produced Gans S, instead of 

converting energy in the lungs, it is already a Gans vapor when it arrives it is 

immediately absorbed by the lung, it gives the relaxing time for the lung to recover (btn 

breaths), these Gans S you make for the lung are the mechanical lungs they make to help 

you breath, these are those S. (3:31). You breath in the already converted air, this bives 

the lung time to heal. You can use these S for lung cancer because it could imbalance 

other links with cancer,  so you have to use a full body S for every cancer. Because if you 

don't process it properly in 6 months time it will be in liver. (3:33). It's like the CO2 in 

soap, its energy was lower then the germ so it has to give up its energy. The energy it 

normally uses for conversion can be used for healing. (3:35). Fro people with Heart 

problems, don't do without supervision of doctor of KF, make a ratio of 6 CO2, 3 CH3, 1 

CuO2, Gans and make a patch this is for P repair. But most of the Heart has 

psychological problem because it is its feeder. Another ratio is CO2 5, Ca 3, CuO2 1, and 

add ZnO2 1. If you use it you'll feel a change in the palpation so you need to be a doctor 

to control it. for blockage fo veins and support the values. (3:37). CO2 is the 

transportation in the blood, CuO is building of the muscles, CH3 energize the blood that 

the body doesn't look for the energy and put pressure on the lungs, blood is supporter of 

E so add Zn, adjust to what is needed, recovery in up to 4 weeks. To be able to do this 

you have to understand your patients correctly and get combination right. No need for 

surgery. You can use this process to softly open the arteries, it's a special technique, it's 

dangerous. If you put patch on heart and feel a pressure it means it is interacting with 

you, do not touch. These are powerful S, patch front and back. You can also rebuild the 

heart valve while it is working.  (3:42). Renan talks about the black spots on patch. Out of 

100 patches one get the black spots, he thinks it's correct about the vacuum leakage of 

package. There is also a patch that I use all the time, reuse it over and over, and it can get 

black spots, there is a growth in the paper, we are going to test it. You need to seal the 

patch good. We give out in slums and they know how to make them.  (3:47). We will 

collect testimonials. K: asks him to scientific test the LP to see if the water turns alkaline. 

He asks him to test the saliva of the person using a breathing cup to see if it changes the 

alkalinity of saliva. (3:52). You can travel in Space in the envelop of Pl, you don't have to 

cross atmospheric barriers.    

 


